LIKE OR AS
Exercise 1:
Put in LIKE or AS:
1/ _________ I said, you're too late.
2/ It's fixed _________ you can see .
3/ My brother isn't at all _________ me .
4/ Don't use your plate _________ an ashtray .
5 / Sheila is nervous, _________ me .
6 / In Paris, _________ in London, traffic is heavy.
7 / His eyes are _________ knives.
8 / They died _________ they lived, fighting.
9 / Nobody knows Paris _________ I do.
10 / Working too much is sometimes considered _________ an illness.

Exercise 2:
Choose an item from the list for each blank and put in LIKE or AS:
A PERSON
YOU KNOW
CARDBOARD

A SECRETARY
AN ANGEL
HE WRITES

A DESSERT
AN OFFICE
HER MOTHER

1/ Susan sings ………………………………………….
2 / I worked ……………………………………………… for five years.
3/ James uses the dining room ………………………………………..
4 / That dog snores just ………………………………………………….
5 / ………………………….., next Tuesday is a Bank Holiday.
6 / This bread tastes …………………………………………
7 / James speaks ………………………………… : carefully and precisely.
8 / She’s clever and passionate - ………………………………………..
9 / Why don’t we have ice cream ………………………………………?
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Exercise 3:
Complete with LIKE or AS:

1 - I wish I could speak English __________ well __________ you can.
2 - When she was in Bath she worked _________ a waitress to earn some money.
3 - _________ you already know, he gets very violent when he drinks too much.
4 - His bedroom looks _________ a pigsty. [aï]
5 – This woman looks just _________ Julia Roberts.

Exercise 4:
Choose the best answer:
1. _______ we heard, the hurricane is coming!
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2. From this angle, the building looks _______ the Metropolitan Museum in New York.
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3. Your room looks _______ a mess.
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4. I would love to visit some exotic countries _______ India, Thailand or Sri Lanka.
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5. We could go down to the fishing village, just _______ we used to.
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6. It seems _______ you never want to come and visit us.
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7. The pasta she cooked looked and tasted _______ porridge.
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8. Monkeys live on a variety of fruit _______ bananas, oranges and mangoes.
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